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Universities
land honest
expectations
Ultimately, a ranking number is merely a guide,
not an absolute, when choosing a place to study.
GIVEN-a choice to study electronic and electri- ,leading our nation's charge in not just rank-
cal engineering in the University of Malaya ings, but innovation, publications, research,

_(UM), Cornell University and the University of development and the commercialisation of
New South Wales (UNSW Australia), which ideas.
would you choose? For instance.vin 2012 Malaysia overtook ..

Cornell, being an Ivy League university, Singapore and Thailand in terms of academic
seems the obvious choice. However, if UM' publications produced ,and has seen a 594%
was your pick, you would have chosen the increase in research output (according to
highest ranked university of those presented. Thomson Reuters). .
. According to the QS World University This quantity is backed by quality when,
Rankings: BySubject 2016; UM's electrical and between 2014 and 2015, seven public univer- •
electronic engineering is ranked 37th in the sity researchers from the RUs were recog-
'World (79.6 points) while Cornell is. at 39th nised by Thomson Reuters as "The World's
(79.3 points) andUNSW at 43rd (7R.6noints).· M?st Infl.!!.~n~~?cienti?:~~~:;~"'.,,,a <Ton_

-in fact, UM's d~~cl~Pm~nt-;hicli;s ~ciJject is Between 2007 and' 2015~me KU:; Ua Y<;; o....:r. '._-=
30th in the world while Universiti Sains erated some RM7.1bil for the nation, repre-
Malaysia's chemical engineering is 46.th. senting cl 28,5% Rate of Research Investment

Similarly, if you were to choose between (RoRI)to the nation. .'
going' to Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM), Public and private institutions beyond the
George Washington University or the RUshave also played an important role in our !
University of Ottawa; choosing our Malaysian. nation's higher education progress. Twenty- '1

\

1 university would mean going to the higher seven subjects across 11 public and private •
ranked institution. . . . universities, including Universiti Teknologi I,

UPMis currently 270th in the world, having Petronas and Multimedia University, are top
leaped 61 spots from the previous year. 300 in the world, with our institutions excel-

Now, you might be scoffing and saying "270 ling particularly in engineering fields.
is nothing!" 'My alma mater; the International Islamic
You have a valid point - 270 isn't as sexy as University of Malaysia, is one of the world's

a top 50 spot, what more compared to our top publishers ofIslamic banking and finance
neighbour's National University of Singapore papers according to research database organ-
(12) and .Nanyang Technological University isation Elsevier, while Universiti Utara
(13), Nevertheless, considering that there are Malaysia has carved a niche for itself inbusi-
approximately 30,000 universities all over the ness studies and recently gained the prestig-
world, 270th isn't too shabby (within the top ious AACSBaccreditation (the longest serving
1%, in fact). global accrediting body for business schools).
UM, on the other hand, has improved for a Admittedly, university rankings are a con-

third consecutive year in the QSWUR and is 'troversial matter and there are many opin-
ranked 133 (the immediate next Southeast ions about them. There are many rankings

, Asian university after the Singaporean institu- out there purporting to be the best, most
tions). This puts UMahead of universities such reflective, transparent, et cetera. .'
as Cardiff (144),Newcastle (168), and the Royal And it comes to a point where it's hard to
Melbourne Institute ofTechnology (252). really distinguish, Some lament that ranking
What this highlights is that our universities bodies are profit driven, tainting their noble

-are improying.. motivations. .
. More often than not we are very hard on Rankings are unable to capture the more
ourselves, falling prey to the perception that salient points about a university - the quality
our higher education system is all doom and of teaching, the student experience and the
gloom. Of course, I'd be the first to say that cultural exposure. _. .
our universities or education system aren't Hence, between uM arid Cornell, I wouldn't
the finished article. blame Malaysians for choosing the latter. I

The quality of graduates we produce, probably would too.
research integrity, quality of lecturers, gradu- . The allure of studying abroad, the presence
ates' communication skills, industry relations, of a unique academic community, and living
etc, are all issues and challenges that we need in a foreign land is hard to turn down.
to tackle. The growing gap between the top. _ Suffice to say, one should look at rankings .
performers and those who fall out of the sys- with a pinch of salt.
tem is also something to be looked into. At the same time, it is undeniable that rank-

Nevertheless, I believe that it's important . ings "excite" the public, for better or for
for Malaysians to acknowledge these achieve- worse, and international students who want
ments. They are the results of hard work put to study abroad will refer to them in. order to
in by our lecturers, researchers and members make an informed choice,
of the higher education community, and we At this stage, I would say rankings are
should be proud of them. important as a benchmark and reflection-
The journey towards world-class status is point for us, but should never be the be-all

one that takes time, and it's a journey we and end-all.
began as a nation and higher education system I believe that as long as society is aware of
long ago. We are not starting from scratch. where we are, is proud of what we have

For instance, in ·2007 the Malaysian achieved, and confident about overcoming
Government introduced the Research our shortcomings, Malaysia's higher educa-
Universities (RU)project, anointing five pub- tion system will continue to improve for the
lie universities to focus on the enculturation benefit of the nation and her people.
of research and innovation (similar RUinitia-
tives were embarked upon by institutions in
countries such as South Korea, Singapore and
Thailand between 1971 and 1999).

Today, nearly a decade later, we are "reap-,
ing' the rewards a~ these five institutions are
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